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The answer is option 1: she had surgery or breast cancer 
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In the AH chart of the day of the event, you see the 4th House highlighted with: 

 

Mars Ruler of the 8th  trine Pluto conjunct Mn (breasts) in the 4th House (of breasts) 

Vx in the 8th House of surgery 

 

--- 

 

9 Astrologers participated in the Test.  6 Astrologers found the correct answer. Below 

follow their answers in order of receipt: 

 

 

 

Erika Eilert-Hein (Gemanry) 

uses the AH Technique 

 

 The emphasis is on the 4th House, the House for breasts. Moon (breast)  

is inside in trine to Mars , ruler 8th  House, surgery 

 Mars in 12th House, hospital. Ruler 12, the Sun, in 12  

 Vx in 8  

 Mercury, ruler AC, in the 4th House 

 

 

 

 

 

Irmgard Dering (USA) 

uses the AH Technique 

 

 

AH-- Asc 25 Virgo 19 per R. Ebertin is a cancer degree! 

Chiron -- AH Aquarius H6 cusp inconjunct N Uranus in Cancer (breast) 

 

Progressed Asc -- Lord Jupiter (rulership) 21 Pisces 26 (Porphyry) trine N Jupiter 

(exalted), successful surgery! 
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Pierre le Gal (France) 

Uses Vedic astrology 

 

 

The running period for the event is : Rahu / Saturn. 

Both Planets are dangerous for health. Rahu is conjunct to the Ascendant as well as to 

Venus, the ruler of the 6th  House. Saturn is in a nakshatra of Jupiter, the lord of the 

Ascendant. 

Rahu and Saturn signify chronic diseases and Rahu makes the process to cancer. 

The breast is signified by the Moon and the 4th  House. The Moon is in a nakshatra of 

Kethu, the sub lord of the 6th House, and is in a sub of Saturn, the lord of the sub-

period. 

Rahu is in a sub of Mercury, the lord of the 4th  House. With a birth at 5h42, Saturn 

becomes the sub lord of the 4th  House. 

 

 

 

 

Aurore  Paquet 

uses classsic Astrology  

 

In the rectified Lunar Return of 6 may 2006 the ASC of the Lunar return is conjunct 

natal Saturn almuten of 1st House. 

This Saturn is square to the Sun almuten of 8th  and Mercury almuten of 6th .  

The mood of the month is stressful, represents the anxiety of the native. 

 

 In the Solar Return  of 2/6/2006 Jupiter almuten of 8th  and 12th  is opposite Venus Ruler 

of Asc. 

 

In the year 2006 Mars is Ruler of the year almuten of 1, of and Sun can mean health 

problems and operation.  

 

The azimene part in Solar Return at  6°56 Taurus is square to Saturn. Asc. Ruler of Solar 

Revolution Cancer, the Moon is in 12th , this year there may be hospitalization. Jupiter is 

Ruler of the weekly almuten of 6th  and is opposed to Mars Ruler of the year. 
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Susanne Tietgens (Germany) 

uses the Age Harmonic Technique 

 

In the Biwheel (radix on the inside) 

 

• AH Sun on natal  Moon (breast) in the natal  8th House (operation)  

• Moon-Sun conjunction square AH Neptune (loss)  

• Moon-Sun conjunction sesquisquare natal Mars (operation). 
  

 

 

S.L. Narasimhan (India) 

Method :  KCIL using SSL 

 

I fixed her time of birth  as 05 44 07 as per the norms of perfect Ascendant by this 

method.   

 

Asc SSL is Ketu.  Ketu is significator of 1-6-8-12 suggesting that the native is prone to 

serious disease. Asc. involves 1-4-8-12  and commits to 8 and 12 clearly gives indication 

that the affected part  in the body is 4th House which represents breasts. Further 4th  

House SSL Venus (Antra lord) with PS involves 1-4-8-12 and commits to Asc doubly 

ensures breast cancer and surgery. Dasa runnig on 02 06 06 was Ra-Saturn-Venus-Ra-

Ra.  All these planets are also  significators of 1 4 8 12.  

 

Transit:  On the date of event, Sun transits  over Venus sign and Venus role is already 

discussed above. Moon transits over Sun which is not only SSL of 8th House but 

significator of 1-4-8-12.   Virtual Transit i.e. Progressed Ascendant and chart also 

confirms the event.   

 

--- 

 

 

My compliments to you all ! 

A new Test will be published to the website round and about April 1st  


